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Focus group members:

GMB Union members who work for the NHS but are employed through a 
third-party private contractor. 

Job roles include:

Cleaners, Security, Catering, Porters and non-emergency patient 
transport staff.

Answers:

Do you get paid sick pay for the first 3 days you’re ill?

Yes: 15
No: 54
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SICK PAY FOR FIRST 3 DAYS?
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Question 2:
Have you ever had to come into work when unwell to avoid losing pay?
Answers:
Yes: 53
No: 16

Further Analysis: 

1.) Of those who answered yes to question 1, 5 of them answered yes to 
question two implying that although they get sick pay taking a day sick
sick still impacts them financially, so the sick pay they receive isn’t full 
pay.

2.) Of those who answered no to question 1 , 48 of them had come into 
work to avoid losing pay. So 89% of those who don’t get paid sick pay 
have come to work unwell and the figure rises to reflect point 1) that 
even those who receive sick pay have had to come to work ill to avoid
losing out financially.

3.) 14% had received sick pay and never come into work unwell. 
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Question 3:
How much would being paid full sick pay from day 1 improve your life?
Answers:
A little bit: 10
It would hugely improve my life: 48
Not at all: 9
Skipped: 2

Further analysis

1.) This chart shows that 100% of those who don’t get sick pay from day 1 
would see their lives hugely improved. 

2.) It also implies that while 88% of those who don’t get sick pay would 
see their lives hugely improved there are 6 people or 11% of those who 
don’t get sick pay who think they would see a little of no impact of paid 
sick pay. 
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Question 4:
How much would being brought in house to work for the NHS improve your
financial and mental well-being.
Answers:
Hugely improve my life: 43
A little bit: 12
Not at all: 12
Skipped: 2

 

 

Further analysis:

This shows that being back in house is less of a priority than receiving paid sick
pay with 11 (20%) of those who don’t get sick pay reporting being back in house
would have little of no affect on their quality of life. 
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Question 5:
Would you like GMB Union to try and win sick pay in your workplace?
Answers:
Yes: 66
No: 2
Skipped: 1

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
Further analysis: 

1) This shows that while our members are not all directly affected by the
lack of sick pay, probably down to historic TUPE agreements, 97% of those
who answered agree it needs to be won for the good of the entire workplace.  
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